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Introduction
Marketing can sometimes feel off.
If you’ve ever searched for
something online, you’ve
probably been followed by ads
for similar products and even
received a few mysteriously
“personalized” emails that got
your name wrong. It’s easy to
ignore most digital marketing
pitches because they are
impersonal.

As a B2B marketer, you understand how difficult it is to create
marketing communications at scale while ensuring they feel
personalized. Fortunately, you can leverage data to bridge that
gap. Precise data gives B2B marketers and salespeople more
clues to better understand their prospects and customers, even if
they’re just one in a broad, diverse market. Correct data helps you
orchestrate your digital touchpoints such as ads, emails, and
landing pages to make them feel consistent rather than disjointed.  

When personalization misses the mark, it often feels awkward and
annoying to the prospect. However, B2B marketing done right feels
much more natural, like it’s specifically meant for you.



Just “having data” doesn’t solve
all your B2B marketing problems.

You need the correct types of
data, a clear strategy for 

using it, and solid safeguards 
to prevent its misuse. 

Our team at VentiveIQ has
pieced together this guide to help

you leverage data to know your
customers better, create better

communications, and make the
buyer’s journey pleasant. 

So, here are the best practices of B2B marketing and
personalization: 

1. Combine Different Types of Data 

B2B marketers primarily utilize third-party data, fit data
(firmographic and demographic), and intent data (contextual
and behavioral) to understand their prospects and customers.
You can collect first-party data from your audience directly
through your own channels. You can collect first-party data from
your company’s ecosystem via direct interactions with your
audience. Whether they’re website visitors, email subscribers,
social media followers, or people already using your product or
app, there are several avenues for collecting first-party B2B data. 



They typically collect data from multiple sources, clean it up to
make it useful, and then provide it to B2B marketers and sales
teams. You can then create better, more targeted interactions
with your prospects and customers. 

Alternatively, you can leverage
third-party data collected by
other entities entirely separate
from your relationships with your
audience. For example, third-
party may be publicly available,
such as U.S. Census data, records
in your old phone book, or records
from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. You could also
outsource data processors who
organize and sell data.

Although each type of data has its own benefits and problem
areas, it’s always best to use first-party data to enrich third-
party data and vice versa. As a result, you’ll get a complete
picture of your audience.

You can also add second-party data to enhance your marketing
efforts. Second-party data is originally first-party data and later
shared with a trusted partner. Companies can barter or sell the
datasets they’ve gathered if their insights are mutually
beneficial. While third-party data is resold to multiple people,
the trade of second-party data is more selective and limited. 



At VentiveIQ, we use the term “fit data” to describe data that B2B
marketers can use to verify if a prospect matches the profile of
an ideal or viable customer. For example, if you’ve opened a veg
pizza stand and are looking to invite people to your grand
opening, you’ll want to know if someone is a vegetarian, so you
don’t waste your time attracting them. Their “veg” status is fit
data since it’s a snapshot that indicates the likelihood of buying
one of your delicious pizzas or not. 

2. Take Advantage of Fit data

Firmographic data: May
include company information
such as size, type, industry,
revenue, etc. This indicates
whether the business is a good
fit for your product or service. 
Demographic data: This is the
information about an
employee working at the
target company, such as their
name, role, and purchasing
power. This indicates whether
they’re the right individuals to
market and speak to. 

You can typically gather B2B fit
information from: 



Just because someone’s a good fit doesn’t mean they want to
buy from your business, and that’s where intent data comes in.
While fit data is all about whether you want a person or
company to be your customer, intent data is about whether they
want you back. Intent data helps answer questions about how
ready a prospect is to purchase your product or service. It
indicates how close they are to the “intent” stage of the buyer’s
journey.   

Fit data lets you create segments,
personalize creative messaging

and target your prospective
customers more effectively. It also

allows you to look at the identity
or profile of your prospective

customers at a specific moment
in time and comprehend how

likely the prospect will be a fit for
your product or service. 

Prospects in a high-intent stage are seriously evaluating their
options and are ready to pay for a solution to their problem.
Intent data gives you a lot of leverage since you already know
that a prospect is closer to purchasing. You can tailor your
messages and CTAs to be less about awareness and more
focused on encouraging the buying action. 

3. Leverage Intent Data 



At this stage, you can
increase the intensity and

frequency of marketing
outreach in the knowledge

that your actions may be
welcome rather than

annoying. You also have
more information to make

the outreach helpful
rather than annoying.

4. Unearth Behavioral Data

Behavioral data account for what people do, when they do it,
and how frequently they do it. In B2B marketing, it refers to the
way people engage with your company, product, service, and
marketing materials. The pages often indicate this they visit on
your website, the webinars they attend, and how they interact
with your product or service during a free trial.  

Always pay attention to these behaviors to better understand
your prospects. It’s also helpful to track the behavioral data of
your existing customers to understand their engagement, intent,
and happiness to purchase more.



Website activity and visits to specific pages 
Content downloads 
Webinar signups and attendance  
Signups and engagement with your free products and trial
accounts 
Blog post and case study readership 
Requests to talk to sales reps or receive a demo (“hand
raises”) 
Responsiveness (such as going dark for three months then
suddenly becoming responsive to sales outreach)  
Email engagement 
Ad engagement 
Online research (such as visiting SaaS app review sites and
searching for similar solutions online)

Here are some areas you can explore to unearth behavioral
data: 

Besides tracking behavioral data,
you’ll want to understand timing,

frequency, and any patterns in
customer behavior. For example,

suppose a prospect only reads
your blog posts about a single

topic. In that case, you can use
this information to deduce which
products this particular prospect

might be interested in hearing
about and which customer

stories might be most 
helpful to share.



5. Interpret Behavioral Data Responsibly 

In the B2B marketing world, it’s always important to interpret and
act on behavioral data accurately. Just because a prospect
takes an action that’s considered high intent doesn’t mean
they’re a good fit for your company’s product or service. Many
misguided B2B marketing cases can be attributed to failed
mappings of behavior to the intent.

Contextual data is simply the
background information about a

visitor visiting your site. It explains
what is unique about visitors when
they’re on your website, giving you

clues about who they are and what
they could be looking for. You can

then tailor your website content
and experience to their context.

This type of data is most
actionable and useful for early

customer acquisition and at the
top of the sales funnel. At this

point, visitors are researching and
discovering the glory of your

product or service.

6. Leverage Contextual Data 



Referral source (the website the visitor came from before
landing on yours) 
New or returning visitor 
The device used, such as mobile or desktop  
Whether the visitors came from a specific marketing
campaign 
Browser used  
Operating system (Android, iOS, etc.) 
Keyword searched on before clicking the link to your site 

Examples of contextual data you can leverage include: 

You can collect contextual data through web analytics tools
such as Google Analytics, which tracks website visitor referral
sources via UTM parameters. Contextual data can help you
personalize your website experiences and generally understand
broader patterns about the origins of visitors and customers. 

7. Correctly Deduce Purchase Intent Signals 

In the B2B world, understanding
purchase intent signals helps you

go after the people ready to get
more information and talk to

sales teams. It enables you to
create better, more relevant

experiences and convert more
prospects at higher rates. You can

combine behavioral and
contextual data to find signals of

purchase intent.



Purchase intent signals are simply indicators of a prospect’s
readiness or interest to buy a product that solves their problem.
Since these people are ready to buy, the intent is a key inflection
point, but there’s still a chance they could purchase from your
competitors instead. So, don’t let that happen. This is the time to
step in and pay extra special attention to your prospects,
providing them with the information they need to make their
buying decision. 

All the magic in B2B marketing
is in combining data before
you engage your prospects
and customers. Digital
marketing often gets a bad
reputation for being noisy and
irrelevant. Instead of sending
spammy emails, nuisance
pop-ups and modals, or
persistent ads for irrelevant
products, take your time to
gather enough consistent
data to do proper
segmentation, personalization,
and qualification.  

8. Use Data Without Facepalm Fails 



More importantly, you need to
work as one team when

speaking to your prospects to
ensure your messaging makes

sense to them. Customers
usually don’t think about your

brand or channels or where they
are in the buyer’s journey. They

think about their experience and
interactions with your company,

moment to moment.

It’s not always easy to combine data for effective B2B marketing,
but if you can do it to accomplish even a basic level of
thoughtfulness, you’ll be way ahead of the game. Data-driven
B2B marketing shows your prospects that you don’t think of them
as “just a number.” Your marketing efforts will stand out well and
won’t creep out your prospects. So, start combining data today
to reach out to your prospects in the most valuable and relevant
way. Contact VentiveIQ today for more insightful B2B marketing
tips and best practices. 

Wrapping Up 

Any information obtained from the VentiveIQ website, services, platform, tools or comments, whether oral or written, does not constitute legal or regulatory
advise. If legal assistance is required, users should seek legal advise from an attorney, a lawyer or a law firm.
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